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                             A  SHORT HISTORY OF EARLY EXPLORATIONS OF MOUNT WADDINGTON   

      

British Columbia’s highest mountain, Mount Waddington, soars 13,177 feet above a barely penetrable 

shroud of remote and rugged wilderness with hundreds of square miles of cascading glaciers, thick-

jungle and precipitous canyons, treacherous rivers and exposed ocean inlets with few natural harbours. 

The sheer size and inaccessibility of this formidable wilderness shroud might account for the fact that 

the mountain’s very existence was not fully recognized until 1925. It took a particularly adventurous and 

determined couple, Don and Phyllis Munday, to prove it. 

Though Captain Robert Bishop had sighted and triangulated the mountain in 1922, his report was lost 

amongst the files of the Canadian Geological Survey. Three years later the Mundays sighted a very big 

mountain, one hundred and fifty miles due north, from Mount Arrowsmith on Vancouver Island. It was, 

said Munday…., “the far-off finger of fate beckoning…a marker along the trail of adventure…a torch to 

set the imagination on fire.” 

Later that fall (1925) they headed up Bute Inlet and climbed Mount Rodney which rises almost eight 

thousand feet sheer out of the sea. From here they confirmed their discovery of what they called 

Mystery Mountain which would become the major preoccupation in their lives for the next ten years. 

Munday later described that view through the clouds, across the trench of the Homathko Valley, some 

thirty miles from the top of Bute…”From a vast expanse of glaciers sprang a range of splendid rock 

towers. Piercing this in lonely majesty towered a giant of unchallenged supremacy…the nameless 

sovereign of an unknown realm.” 

Back again the following year (1926), they worked their way up Bute Inlet in a small boat and then 

struggled for fourteen days with the treacherous Homathko River and its jungle valley bottom before 

ferrying loads up the thirteen mile long, chaotic Waddington Glacier from its snout at 1500 feet to its 

head at Mystery pass (9100 feet). From the Ice Valley beyond, they climbed up on the East Ridge of the 

mountain and were stopped by fierce terrain and limited resources and time. 

Having succeeded in forcing a route from the south-east through the wilderness shield, they had to 

admit that it did not lead to any suitable weakness on the mountain itself. Even so, they were so 



impressed that Munday later wrote in his classic book, ‘The Unknown Mountain’…”We will have to go 

back again not as assailants but more in the spirit of veneration.” 

Their photos proved to the skeptical public the presence of a Coast Range mountain over thirteen 

thousand feet high, higher than any other completely in the province (Mt. Fairweather 15,300 feet on 

the Alaska – B.C. border is higher) higher even than any peak in the Rockies, including Robson; in fact, 

the highest mountain in Canada outside the Yukon-Alaska border area. 

During the following nine years they spent their summers exploring this magnificent mountain from 

many different directions in a series of classic adventures including an ascent in 1930 of the 11,050 feet 

next-door neighbor, named Mt. Munday in their honour. In 1928, after discovering an approach route 

via Knight Inlet and the Franklin Glacier from the south, they climbed the North-West summit. Though 

less than one hundred feet lower than the main summit (which continued to elude them) it was 

separated by a huge 500 foot deep gap. That final ice-covered rock tower was described by 

Munday…”only a few hundred feet distant, the great spire poised in the bold, and incredible nightmarish 

thing that must be seen to be believed and then it is hard to believe; it is difficult to escape appearance 

of exaggeration when describing something which in itself is an exaggeration.” 

In 1930 the mountain was officially named Mt. Waddington after the 19th century entrepreneur who 

vainly tried to build a road through from Bute Inlet to the interior gold fields. 

During the mid thirties, the Final Tower gained the reputation of being impossible as more and more 

attempts were repelled by the combination of fierce and unpredictable weather conditions, remote 

access, high altitude and steep rock often encrusted, even in summer, with horizontal and unstable 

feathers of ice. 

In 1934 Alec Dalgleish, a respected and accomplished climber, was killed while attempting a route up 

the South-East Ridge close to the Mundays’ original attempt. Like most of the expeditions of that time, 

they had approached the mountain by walking the twenty-five tedious miles up the Franklin Glacier 

from Knight Inlet. 

Also in 1934, Roger Neave and partners were very nearly successful after pioneering a route up the 

north-east side of the mountain via the Bravo Glacier. This remarkable attempt, accomplished with 

meager supplies and incredible audacity, had approached from the interior; by the ultimate B.C. 

bushwhack, down the Homathko Valley from Tatlayoko Lake and the sixteen mile-long Tiedemann 

Glacier. Although stopped by darkness and encroaching bad weather, their route to the top looked 

promising. 

Sixteen expeditions were repelled by the last tower before it succumbed. At the time, it was the most 

sought-after prize in North American mountaineering. Newspapers in Vancouver labeled it “Killer peak” 

and the London Times referred to it as “unclimbed, un-climbable Mount Mystery.” 

It was finally climbed on July 21st, 1936, via a route up the South Face by the brilliant and experienced 

American team of Bill House and Fritz Wiessner. The Final Tower provided some ‘extreme’ grade rock 



climbing requiring the use of Wiessner’s rope-soled, Bavarian ‘kletterschuh’. Undoubtedly one of the 

finest climbers in the world at the time, Wiessner late wrote, “In twenty years climbing, I have never 

encountered a harder mountain for its altitude. That goes for the Alps in Europe or anywhere else. To 

my knowledge none of the big mountains over thirteen thousand feet that have been climbed anywhere 

is as difficult to climb by its easiest route as Waddington is.”    

In 1942 the legendary Fred Beckey, aged only nineteen, together with his seventeen year old brother 

Helmy, launched his brilliant climbing career with an astonishing second ascent, also by the South Face 

but by a slightly different route. In the twenty years following the first ascent, despite many attempts, 

only ten men had stood on that tiny summit. It was 1958 before it had a Canadian ascent (an Alpine Club 

of Canada party led by Adolph Bitterlich). The first ascent of the now standard North-East Ridge route, 

via the Bravo Glacier (pioneered by the Neave brothers), was made by a Sierra Club party in 1950. In 

1960 Virginia Gill Mohling made the first female ascent and in February 1968 the mountain was climbed 

in winter by Dick Culbert and party from a base Camp established by ski plane on the Tiedemann Glacier. 

 

                                               OUR FIRST TRIP UP BUTE INTO THE WADDINGTON RANGE 

 

I had heard of Waddington lone before I arrived in B.C. Its reputation as one of the world’s great 

mountains---a mountaineer’s mountain, had spread far and wide throughout the international climbing 

community. What seems amazing to me is how few people here in B.C. are aware, even now, of their 

prize possession. 

Soon after coming to B.C., I had set off from Vancouver in a twenty one foot sloop with the romantic 

notion of sailing up the coast, bushwacking inland and bagging the big plum. This was the pursuit of a 

dream which had occurred to me in the storm bound Base Camp days of Baffin Island in which I 

visualized a mobile Base Camp in the form of a sailing vessel, carrying people into the mountains from 

the sea. As mentioned the first chapter, I had to learn a thing or two in converting that dream into 

reality.  

Perhaps it wasn’t coincidence that Laurie and I had chosen to build our home so close to the entrance to 

Bute Inlet as to be amongst the closest permanent dwellings to the big ‘Wadd.’, right on the edge of that 

wilderness shroud, the biggest blank area on the road map of B.C. As if attracted by its distant (approx. 

eighty miles due north), but haunting presence, it was not long (July 1977) before we answered the call 

and motored our small sailboat, Shadowfax, into the intimidating vastness of that majestic, glacier-fed 

turquoise-green fiord. We wanted to have a close look at the wilderness shield and find out for 

ourselves some of the secrets of the famous ‘Mystery Mountain’. 

We were joined on this occasion by one of our neighbours, Although not exactly a climber, Jim Shaw had 

hiked, skied and knocked about in the mountains of his native Washington State and had an indomitable 

‘gor for it’ spirit and an outrageous sense of humour. His extensive local knowledge and experience 



working in the woods and getting around in all sorts of weather conditions gave our confidence a 

welcome boost as we escaped from the Stuart Island bar (the last outpost of civilization---or so we 

thought) and slipped through the notorious Arran rapids at low slack with the flood tide ready to push 

us up the Inlet. 

Bute Inlet proper starts at Fawn Bluff where already the stage is set for an escalating natural drama 

which greets the first-time visitor. On the west side, Estero Peak’s north Face can be seen in profile, a 

clean-cut 1800 feet sheer wall reminiscent of half Dome in Yosemite. Opposite, on the starboard or east 

side, is the characterful , glaciated peak of the ‘Cowboy Hat’  now named Dougie Dowler (after the world 

famous Heriot Bay post master). Both are splendid mountains dominating the Campbell River skyline. 

These six thousanders are mere preliminaries, however, and at Orford Bay the much bigger and more 

impressive snow spire of Sir Francis Drake looms nine thousand feet above the two mile wide ocean 

inlet. We pass the spectacular ‘Needles’ with their hanging glaciers poised precariously above us. On the 

port side the balance is maintained by the less precipitous but elegantly carved form of Granite 

Mountain and by beautiful waterfalls chiseling their crisp lines down sheer granite walls. 

Round Purcell Point the final reach is revealed. Surely, this must be the most impressive sight on the B.C. 

coast and quite possibly the finest fiord country in the world. Certainly it is one of the most powerfully 

beautiful places I have ever been. 

At the head, the two huge valleys of the Homathko and Southgate rivers converge on the inlet to form 

an almost perfect equilateral arrangement with huge massifs soaring 10,000 feet between each valley 

with their bottle-green forested shoulders, too steep in the main part to be logged, ramparts of vertical 

rock walls, hanging glaciers and ice falls sparkling snow-clad peaks and then down again to zero, three 

times round the circle forming a vast three-dimensional panorama. Sunlight shafting through the 

mountain clouds forms shimmering reflections in the flat expanse of turquoise glacier water, inverting 

the whole magical scene and emphasizing even more the truly awe-inspiring grandeur. 

In the Southgate Valley rows and rows of breath-taking high peaks unfold into the distance. Up the 

Homathko, almost forty miles away, we could see for the first time, the thirteen thousand foot spire of 

Mystery Mountain, towering high above the three summits of Mount Munday and the vast wedge of the 

Waddington Glacier stacked up directly in the line of the Mundays approach fifty years ago. Though only 

a glimpse from this distance, the uncompromising ‘thereness’ of it stirred our innermost adrenalin 

reserves with tingles and shivers of excitement. 

“Holy Crow,” we swore with genuine reverence and respect. 

Bute Inlet’s beauty is only one side of its moody and unpredictable personality. The other side which can 

present itself without warning consists of violent winds. It has its own micro-climate and a normal 

outside westerly, for example, can blow up the inlet, down, or out of side valleys, funneling and even 

spiralling the catabatic air currents into alarming and chaotic storms. The long and exposed reaches 

provide ample ‘fetch’ for the sea to kick up a devastating chop. The situation is made even more serious 



by the shortage of protected anchorages. Although there are a number of spots which are good for one 

direction, the wind is quite capable of switching. 

We were aware of the risks we were taking but considered this the price a small boat owner has to pay 

for the privilege of experiencing firsthand the vagaries of this wilderness paradise. We were as careful as 

possible and quite prepared to have to tough it out if necessary. This willingness, moderated by practice 

and experience, to take on some of the unknown variables of Nature, forces the adventurer to delve 

deeper into the inner resources where invariably there can be found signals and messages which 

connect him to the environment, enabling him to survive situations beyond the normal and the 

predictable. Mountaineers and sailors try to avoid ‘epics’ but we’ve all had them and some of us may be 

said to thrive on them. 

Now however, it was time to find shelter and a safe place to leave the boat while we took off into the 

mountains. We had heard that living somewhere at the top of the inlet were some hand loggers who 

had done some climbing; they would presumably have a dock and be sympathetic to our cause. Sure 

enough, just a few miles down from the head, we were able to pick out with binoculars, a lonesome 

building and a few boats tucked tightly in against the mountain-side. Our presumptions were well-

founded and their response to our blatant invasion of their privacy were extremely gracious. They 

welcomed us with impressive back-country hospitality, gathered round a huge communal table, served 

with roast venison, home baking and all the booze we could handle. 

“So much for surviving in the wilderness,” we thought. 

They were very enthusiastic about our venture and offered all kinds of advice and support. They 

entertained us for most of the night with Bute Inlet stories mostly centering around the two notorious 

old timers, Schnarr and Parker who had worked in the inlet for over half a century. Living with their 

respective families on opposite sides and being the only inhabitants of the inlet, though they had once 

been partners, they hadn’t spoken a word to each other for many years even when one’s son eloped 

with the other’s daughter. 

Next day we followed the hand loggers’ advice and waited for the end of the flood tide before motoring 

into the Homathko Estuary and up the tributary Cumsack Creek. We would probably be able leave our 

boat at the logging company’s booming ground but we would have to be careful of a host of possible 

hazards, mainly related to the complex interrelationship of the river’s powerful current and the ocean 

tides exposing unseen shoals, mudflats, dead-heads and all kinds of unforeseeable obstacles. 

In spite of these warnings, we were flabbergasted when, just as we rounded the first bend in the river, 

we met a notorious fuel barge bearing down on us at an alarming rate. We only just had time to spin 

around back out into the inlet to escape a collision. The Homathko delta, particularly the Cumsack 

Creek, is very much like the Amazon: muddy water with tightly closed in banks of impenetrable jungle. 

The prospect of finding a hospitable moorage seemed highly unlikely and the whole experience was 

spooky. We expected to see alligators in the water or head-shrinkers in the bush. What we did see was 

even worse. A huge boom of logs towed by a small tug was taking up the complete channel. The 

prospect of backing all the way out to the inlet again was too much. We would probably not have time 



before the ebb tide combined with the river’s current would prevent us from getting back in again. We 

managed to squeeze in against the trees, the mast and spreader arms tangling in the branches, the keel 

dragging in the mud, until the tow went slowly by. 

Eventually, we found a spot at the loggers’ dock and having gained the confidence of the boom man 

with a bottle of scotch, we left the boat safely moored in a ‘hole’ in the river. That evening we hitched a 

ride with an empty logging truck to the main camp at 23 mile, Scar Creek. Here we were wined and 

dined once again. The next day the loggers kindly ran us up to the top of the Coola Creek logging roads 

well above the snout of the Waddington Glacier. From here we were on our own, excerpt that a young 

fellow from the logging camp had volunteered to spend his days off carrying loads for us. 

After initial problems with thick bush and slide alder, we found a reasonable route at the very edge of 

the chaotic ice-fall. The receding glacier had exposed a steep escarpment of moraine with a continuous 

runnel at the base, tight against the ice. We followed this for two days with heavy packs just about 

where the runnel gave out onto the glacier proper, necessitating the use of skis, our assistant left us and 

we were finally completely on our own with the wilderness desert of the mighty Waddington Glacier. 

It took us two more days to reach the 9,100 feet Mystery Pass at the head of the glacier. A lot of the way 

we had to ferry double loads and the July sun was so hot that we couldn’t function after ten o’clock. We 

simply had to pitch camp, cover our heads with our sleeping bags and wait until evening. The whole 

glacial basin was like an oven and the glare was unbearable. There were crevasses everywhere and the 

snow was so mushy that when we jumped over a crevasse our feet sank in and we’d plunge perilously 

into the opposite bank. I vowed I’d never go to the Waddington area in the high summer-time again. 

At one of our midday siestas we were visited by a helicopter; just a bunch of foresters dropping by to 

say “hello.” They landed on the opposite side of an ominous shadow indicating the presence of a 

crevasse right beside camp. They shouted to ask if there was anything we needed. 

“Lemon meringue pie,” shouted Jim. 

We climbed Mount Munday (11,050 feet) nearby an interesting rocky ridge and from this strategic 

summit we had our first close-up view of the Mystery Mountain and the almost as impressive 12,000 

feet granite battlements of the Tiedemann Group. Now only two miles away and two thousand feet 

higher, Waddington presented a supreme, classic mountain form, unusually steep for such a big massif, 

especially near the top. What is it about such gothic beauty that inspires us with noble thoughts and 

emotions? Natural architecture perhaps, symbolic of our spiritual aspirations, reaching for the heavens, 

the cosmos, a universal archetype stirring the depths of our souls. Maybe such a mountain vista 

provides a mirror image of our true selves, exciting within us a transcending euphoria, a glimpse of 

nirvana, a perspective against which the petty problems of daily life and the normal concepts of 

individual self fade into remote and trivial insignificance.  

We really enjoyed the skiing back to camp. The freedom expressed by the physical release of this high 

energy produced extra capabilities of rhythm and balance like music inspiring us to a mystical dance. For 

once the snow was favorable, a soft surface on a firm base, encouraging us to cut loose and experiment 



with speed and confidence. All too soon, however, we arrived back at Mystery Pass Base Camp. After a 

quick brew and a snack we could not resist trudging back up and skiing down once again. 

For the next three days bad weather confined us to our tent, huddled against the partial shelter of a 

snow hollow formed by the warmth of a south facing rock. We listened to the wind and blizzard howling 

all around, knowing that if the tent were blown out we could easily dig a snow hole. Ironically, these 

tent-bound days were very peaceful, resigned to inactivity with no choice but to relax. This prolonged 

resting produces a dreamlike state of semi-wakefulness, conducive to astral travelling as well as the 

pure meditative enjoyment of listening to the snow spattering on the tent and the constantly changing 

orchestration of the wind. 

With our rations and time used up, we turned our back on Mystery Mountain for that year (1976). We 

skied most of the way out, dropping down into Scar Creek and soon succeeded in hitching a ride back to 

the boat. We even had a brisk tail wind blowing us down the inlet and arrived safely back home 

exhilarated and content with this classic low-budget reconnaissance. We had followed in the footsteps 

of the Mundays, the only difference being the way we took advantage of the encroachment made by 

the logging operations, especially in the Homathko Valley, missing out the twenty-five miles of river 

bottom jungle that had given them so much trouble. Our admiration for them was heightened and like 

them we had discovered that even though we had cracked a route through the protective shroud it did 

not really lead to a suitable route on the mountain. Like them all the addictive lure of the Mystery 

Mountain had penetrated our psyche and we knew that we would have to go back as Don Munday had 

said, “not as assailants but more in the spirit of veneration.” 

 

                                           A WINTERY ASCENT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON 

 

The following spring (April 1978) saw us heading up Bute Inlet once again. We had chosen to go in April 

because although we could expect winter conditions on the mountain, ski travel on the surrounding 

glaciers would be fairly safe with the multitude of crevasses covered in snow. Although some bad 

weather must be expected at any time of year in the Coast Range, April, we thought, was more likely to 

be variable giving shorter periods of bad weather with plenty of sunshine in between. 

The normal summer access via float planes was not available as the lakes would be frozen at this time of 

year and we were not aware of any ski planes operating in the area at that time. In any case we 

considered the wilderness shroud to be part and parcel of the Waddington experience. We wanted to 

climb the mountain from sea level, directly from our own back yard. We would, however be using an air 

drop of extra supplies to Base Camp. 

This time we were a team of eight…quite a mixed bag. Laurie had invited an old friend from the 

Squamish days, Jeannine Caldbeck. Doug Scott showed up from England, recuperating from his two 

broken ankles acquired at 24,000 feet on the Ogre, the previous year. I had met up with my old friend 



Stevey Smith, working at Strathcona Lodge, and outdoor education centre on Vancouver Island. Also 

working there at the same time was Ross Nichol, a fine rock climber and an amiable chap from South 

Africa. In Campbell River, I had bumped into Jim Allan, a very energetic outdoorsman teaching at 

Campbell River High School just before he left to start a tour company called Eco summer. Last but not 

least was Claude Ruel, one of the Bute inlet hand loggers with who I had become very good friends. 

WE wanted to climb the mountain by the regular route up the Bravo Glacier and the Sough-East Ridge 

from a base camp on the Tiedemann Glacier. To get there from Bute, however, we would have to hike 

through the rugged Homathko Canyon. Waddington forms the high crest of the Coast Range spine which 

runs north-west/south-east for hundreds of miles. The north side of this spine in the vicinity of 

Tiedemann Glacier with few if any possible routes through. Some distance to the east and west of the 

mountain however, the Homathko and the Klinaklini Rivers (like the Fraser) carve dramatic canyons 

through this formidable granite spine from their sources in the Interior Plateau. 

Although we knew it would be tough going for a while, The Homathko Canyon offered the only feasible 

route through from the coast to the Tiedemann Glacier and the north side of the mountain. So having 

boated up Bute, we hitched rides with the logging trucks to the road end and found ourselves with 

monstrous packs, looking directly into the jaws of that great granite gorge. 

Upstream the valley bent around and closed in with steep rock walls dropping straight down into the 

turbulent river. This forced us right off the bat to make a 2,000 foot detour up and over the first band of 

bluffs. High above the river, we found remnants of Waddington’s old trail and blaze marks on the trees, 

probably indicating August Schnarr’s old route into his cabin on the far side of the canyon, which he 

used for many years to service his trap lines.  

The fact that it took us three days to walk the ten miles of the canyon is an indication of the rugged 

nature of the terrain (and the weight of our packs). On our second night we camped on a gravel bar on 

the river bottom, which must have been close to the famous ‘Murderers Bar’ where Alfred 

Waddington’s campaign to build a road linking Victoria with the economic prosperity of the interior gold 

fields was terminated. As if he did not have enough troubles already with the inhospitable territory and 

the near impossibility of his tasks, Old Waddy’s dream ended with a bang when a band of rebellious 

native Chilcotins, led by the fierce warrior chief, Klattasine, killed nine of his men 

No doubt provoked by the unsolicited invasion of their territory and by the poor treatment they 

received on the road crews, the natives attacked the advance road crew in the grey river mist of dawn 

on 29th April 1864 as they lay sleeping in their tents. They stabbed, clubbed and shot the victims, pulling 

the tents down over them to prevent escape. Three men did in fact succeed in escaping and the incident 

triggered that inglorious chapter of B.C.’s history known as the Chilcotin War. 

This native uprising against B.C.’s expanding white colonialist government was finally subdued by a 

massive military operation which culminated in Klattasine surrendering and turning himself in (with six 

of his men) to Governor Seymour’s search party after a trick in which he was promised leniency. Instead, 

they were chained, transferred to jail in Quesnel, tried by Judge Begbie, sentenced and hung for murder. 



Meanwhile, it took us another three days to thrash through the bluffs, boulder fields, devil’s club and 

lush virgin forest of the canyon and eventually out onto the straightforward, sixteen mile long 

Tiedemann Glacier. We did not quite make it to our Base Camp at Rainy Knobb (6,200 feet) in time to 

prevent the air drop from taking place a few miles short of the intended spot close in against the base of 

the mountain. 

By this time we were becoming accustomed to the vast scale and the intimidating character of the 

mountains on both sides of the two mile wide glacier and their almost constant rumblings and roaring of 

avalanches. Dominating the scene was the grandeur of the 7,000 feet East Face of Mystery Mountain. 

Somehow, its influence was so unequivocal that without any discussion our previous plans of splitting 

into smaller groups, to attempt a variety of different objectives including the big rock spurs of the South 

Face of Mt. Tiedemann, were completely forgotten in favor of  an all or nothing attempt to climb the 

‘Big Wadd’. It was as if the mountain’s attraction was so singular that any other goal was unthinkable 

and united in one group we all felt more secure. 

As it turned out Jeannine was suffering from a mild bladder infection and needed an extra day or two of 

rest. Ross and Jim volunteered to stay with her. We figured that the direct East Ridge of Bravo Peak was 

safer and more aesthetic though longer than the regular route up the Bravo Glacier. The weather was 

quite settle and so the rest of us set off up with four days supplies and bivouac gear, expecting to climb 

the mountain Alpine style in three days. The others would take the regular route up the Bravo, a day ot 

two later. 

The ridge was slower, steeper and more difficult than expected, mainly on account of deep, wet snow, 

and after one hairy bivouac, we bailed out and joined the regular route. We arrived at Bravo Col 9approx 

9,000 feet) at dusk just behind Jeannine, Ross and Jim, who had come up the regular route that day, and 

we all settled down to bivouac in the luxury of a huge, home-dug snow cave. 

Next day we trudged wearily up easily-angled but desperately heavy snow slopes past Spearman Col and 

up again to the base of the Final Tower.  Claude, who had no previous experience on a big mountain, 

quite wisely decided to return to the Bravo Camp and wait for us there. The rest of us continued, on 

what in retrospect seems to be an unbelievably stupid assumption that we could get to the summit and 

back in one day. To save weight we had therefore left all our bivouac gear behind. 

The deep soft snow and then the steep rock and ice of the Final tower had slowed us to the point where 

we had managed only two rope lengths (300 feet) before night caught up with us and forced us in 

rapidly deteriorating weather to dig into the ‘bergschrund’ (a crevasse formed between the glacier ice 

and the rock at the base of the Tower) for an emergency bivouac, without food, stoves or sleeping bags. 

Dehydration was now our biggest problem because we were unable to melt snow for drinks. During the 

night a fierce storm raged around the mountain. Fortunately, the bergschrund, though icy cold, formed 

a tunnel-like cave, resembling the inside of an airplane, offering complete shelter from the appalling 

weather. 



The situation was made even more serious by the fact that Jeannine’s condition suddenly deteriorated, 

showing symptoms of frost bitten toes. Doug patiently held her feet in his hands for most of the night. 

Next morning, in the ice cave as we breakfasted on the last of the cheese, a decision was made. Even 

though the weather was still bad, Stevey, Ross and Jim would set off down right away, escorting 

Jeannine as best they could. Meanwhile, Doug and I being the technically most experienced climbers, 

would retrieve the fixed ropes which we had placed the previous day, and then follow the others on 

down. 

Even though we were reluctant to split the group under such conditions, we considered it necessary to 

save time. It would take quite a while to climb back up those two steep pitches of mixed rock and ice 

and then rappel back down again. Since only two people were needed for this job, we decided that for 

the others the time would be better spent preparing the route down rather than waiting for us. It was 

also psychologically imperative for these guys to be moving, especially when every step down would 

improve their circumstances b putting them closer to a hot brew and a warm sleeping bag. 

Had the ice cave bivouac been well supplied with warm clothes, food, stoves and fuel, they could have 

waited for us. In fact, we all could have waited. However, this was not the case. We had made the 

almost inevitable mistake of underestimating the sheer size and difficulty of this, the highest and 

toughest mountain in the Coast Range. We had left Base Camp at six thousand feet, Alpine style, 

determined that by going light we could make it to the top and back in three days. Well, here we were, 

on our fourth day, in bad weather at twelve thousand feet, with the hardest part of the mountain still 

above us.  

As we emerged from the ice cave bivouac, the weather did not look good. Visibility was poor. A sharp 

wind lashed fresh snow into our faces and temperatures were well below freezing. The tracks made by 

our partners, only a few minutes previously, were already barely visible. It would, no doubt, have been 

more sensible to have stayed put. Unfortunately, we could not afford this luxury. We were already 

stretched beyond the limits of our rations and physical reserves. Exhaustion and exposure were taking 

their toll, and being without the necessary nutrition and rehydration needed to maintain vital energy, 

descent to lower altitude and proper shelter seemed absolutely imperative. We had to retrieve all the 

gear, however. 

It was with mixed emotions, then, that Doug and I fastened our crampons and set off up the fixed ropes. 

Action at such times is always a relief. Waiting and anticipating can be debilitating. It requires great 

confidence, which can only come from experience, to refrain from worrying and burning up nervous 

energy at such times. So we were glad to be moving at last and temporarily, at least, it was upwards. 

Gradually we warmed up as the effort of pulling up those steep fixed ropes forced circulation back into 

our stiff and weary bodies. 

Deep inside, however, was a hollow, nagging sensation. Somehow, something wasn’t right. The decision 

to tetreat had been unanimous and seemed to make perfect sense at the time and yet there was a bitter 

disappointment, not so much at the failure to climb the mountain but more from the failure to reach 

our own personal limits. In spite of the weather, the route above looked very inviting. It followed a steep 



ramp to an airy notch at the bases of the Tooth and then up a classic chimney filled with ice, leading 

directly up that amazingly steep and exposed Final Tower. Conditions for mixed rock and ice winter 

climbing were actually superb. It’s not often climbers encounter such a classic challenge. I could tell 

Doug was thinking the same thing as I joined him at the high point. 

“So near and yet so far,” he grinned. 

“Yeah. We’ve come a long way,” I replied. “I wonder if we’ll ever get another go?” 

In spite of our weakness caused by lack of fluids, food, and sleep, we had an impulsive urge to keep on 

climbing and find out for ourselves the secrets the mountain had hidden in that veil of cloud. 

Doug mentioned that a little earlier he had a hunch that the weather might improve and that maybe it 

would be good enough to go on up. Suddenly, as we gazed longingly upwards we both saw at once a 

patch of blue. As if inspired by his optimism, the weather was clearing up. 

“Synchronicity,” I said. 

“Let’s go for it, Youth,” he replied without hesitation. 

“Do we have time? We couldn’t stand another bivouac.” 

“How many pitches?  Six, or seven?” 

“We could probably reach the summit and at least make it back to the ice cave,” I figured. 

The slabs above were very tricky. Smooth, featureless rock was covered by very thin ice and occasionally 

deep snow. The crampons of one foot were on ice, the other on rock, with handholds rare. Somewhere 

down there were the lesser-angled snowfields in which our buddies were plodding on down. Above us I 

could see the ice encrusted walls towering, awesome, against the blue sky. Distant peaks were sticking 

up out of the ocean of clouds, glistening in the sun. I managed to rig some protection in the form of a 

sling around a prominent projection of rock, and clipped in the climbing rope. I know Doug would be 

holding the other end good and tight even if he was busy taking photographs. 

Caught up in a rush of exhilaration, I reached the base of the chimney, gasping for breath, vaguely aware 

of oxygen shortage caused by altitude. The climbing would have been considered hard at sea 

level…challenging, strenuous and awkward. Up here, in the physical condition I was in, it should have 

been desperate. So fired was I by the-found freedom, by the release of all that pent-up energy, that I 

made good progress, or so it seemed to me at the time. When Doug joined me on the next stance and 

took the lead I had time to take a careful assessment of my condition. Could I keep going for five or six 

more pitches? The last pitch had taken an hour. Six more hours and then the rappel back down. Already 

I was beginning to get cold again. Fingers and toes were starting to feel numb. The wind was still 

blowing bitterly cold. We were shaded from the sun, being on the north-east side of the tower. 

“Stay loose and hang in kid,” is something Dough had once said to me on a similar occasion and now I 

attempted to put it into practice. I took some deep breaths and shook my arms and legs, partly to keep 



warm, and partly to release the nervous tension. Doug was performing some spectacular moves above 

me, ice axe in one hand and crampons on one boot biting into the ice at the back of the gully, the other 

arm pulling out on fine cracks in the rock on which he also attempted to find a hold with the crampons 

of his other boot. Holding the rope in one hand, I managed to snap a couple of photos with the other.  

So move by move, pitch by pitch, we made our way up that spectacular tower. Because the climbing 

became increasingly challenging, Doug took over the lead. It was, no doubt, more efficient that way. It 

was probably difficult for him to have to wait while I took more time than he would have done. The 

chimney was sporadically choked with ice but sometimes it was necessary for him to climb bare rock of 

considerable difficulty with crampons on---requiring very awkward and imaginative techniques. Time 

raced on and so did my exhaustion. The initial boost of energy I experienced earlier had now worn off, 

replaced by alarming spells of dizziness and a decreased ability to pull up, even on big holds. I had 

ceased to plan moves with clarity and purpose. Pure instinct determined the reflexive alternations of 

muscular effort. Hands, now numb, jammed themselves in cracks. Legs braced themselves against 

sloping rock. Eyes grappled to focus on holds, as if hallucinating. 

Was it an optical illusion or a stage of physical exhaustion that presented the surreal apparition of 

Waddington’s Tooth, a four hundred foot high, fifteen foot thick tower of rock and ice floating Pisa-like 

high above the distant Tiedemann Glacier? The more I tried to focus on it and give myself a reality 

check, the more the misty light played tricks, causing the outrageous Tooth alternately to melt away into 

oblivion and then loom closer and clearer. 

Apparently, it is recognized by scientists that in certain conditions of exhaustion or extreme stress or 

danger---the fight or flight syndrome---the brain released endorphins which can act as a natural pain 

killer protecting the body from the adrenalin-induced extremes of physical exertion. This can lead to a 

morphine-like altered state of consciousness in which, according to Aldous Huxley in his ‘Doors of 

Perception’, the mind is liberated from the normal constraints of the conditioned tunnel vision and is 

able to perceive the rich and infinitely more complex wholeness beyond. The resulting euphoria or 

natural high can quite easily become addictive as is undoubtedly the case with most climbers. 

In his book, ‘Nature, Man and Woman’, Alan Watts pointed out that as children, we are taught that a 

tree is a tree, the ground is the ground and the sky is the sky. Each is a separate entity. Anyone who says 

otherwise must be crazy. Even in conventional terms, however, we know that water and nutrients from 

the ground flow up into the deepest cellular structure of the tree and likewise the sunlight and carbon 

dioxide of the sky are penetrating the cells. It is quite impossible to say where the ground stops and the 

tree or the sky start. It’s all one continuous process. 

In my exhausted and apparently ‘altered’ state of consciousness I experienced the ‘continuous process’ 

directly, to the point of becoming so immersed in it that I could no longer be sure whether I was 

experiencing it, or whether the mountains and the sky were experiencing me. 

At times I felt the pulse of my body energy flowing like liquids merging together with the flow of the 

energy of the rock and the snow. The clouds below us were pulsing and throbbing and somehow I could 

no longer tell where the mountain stopped and the sky started, or where I stopped and mountain 



started. In some strange, dream like way it seemed as if I had become the mountain and was floating 

out into the clouds. I was completely absorbed in the tantalizing and precarious beauty and wonder of it 

all. The rope fastened me to Doug, so we would not drift apart in the cosmic wind.  

“On belay! Come on up!” A very faint and distant voice penetrated my dream  

My reluctant body forced itself into motion and once again it felt possessed by some weird surge of 

energy, which carried it up that final pitch. In spite of piercing pain, and agonized breathing, every fibre 

calling out for cessation and rest, the body somehow automatically worked its way upward. The mind, at 

least the conscious part of it, seemed separate, looking on as an observer from a distance away, voicing 

encouragement and support. 

“Up you go. That’s good. Up again. Move that foot up there> Now that hand. There you go,” it said. 

Slowly my conscious mind came back as the angle eased, though the exposure was formidable. There 

was Doug just up ahead, sitting in the sun with nothing but sky above him. 

“He’s at the top.” Thoughts focused themselves. “We’ve made it.” 

I just about crawled on my hands and knees up those last few feet where I joined Doug at his stance 

beside the precarious summit. We quickly and quietly embraced each other, then sat back in the snow, 

grinning. Our over-stimulated perceptions attempted to absorb and savor the magnificent perspective 

of oceans of sparkling mountains with waves of vaporous clouds below us and the shafts of ultra-violet 

intense sunlight and deep space blue sky above. Everywhere we looked, for hundreds of miles, there 

were mountains, nothing but snow covered mountains, glaciers and clouds. Doug said that nowhere, not 

even in the Himalayas, had he seen such a complete, uninterrupted panorama of mountains. Away to 

the south we could just make out Johnstone and Georgia Strait with the Vancouver Island mountains 

beyond. To the east was the vast glacial plateau of the Homathko Icefields. To the north were the 

impressive granite battlements of the Tiedemann Group. Off to the west was the graceful form of 

Mount Siverthrone.  

The petty preoccupations of ever day, ‘normal’ life had been washed over the remote horizons of our 

consciousness, replaced by a mellow, ebullient and infinitely profound sense of harmony and peace. 

Part of this was the excitement of sharing the euphoria…communicating with each other without words, 

beyond words. Our camaraderie culminated…with a belly laughing meeting of the minds…sharing the 

knowledge with steady eye contact certainty, that for us, right now, there was no need to ask “Why 

climb mountains?” 

“We are alive.” 

“We are mountains! All of these mountains are part of us and we are part of them!” 

Slowly our attention focused on the distant inlet we had left ten long days ago, where our boat was 

waiting for our return. There was the Homathko Valley, and the long Tiedemann Glacier up which we’d 

skied. Base Camp was down there somewhere, tucked right underneath us. We searched the lower 



slopes for the black dots which would be our friends making their way down. I thought of Laurie with 

her lonely vigil in the ice cave. 

“It’s four o’clock,” said Doug, breaking the spell. “Sure could use a brew.” 

“Yeah, me too.”  I replied. “Let’s get on down. Then we’ll get our brew.” 

 

 

 

 


